Abstract-Implanted antennas are widely used in hyperthermia and biomedical applications. The antenna needs to be extremely small while maintaining a permissible Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) and being able to cope with the detuning effects due to the dielectric properties of human body tissues. Most of the proposed antennas for implanted applications are electric field antennas such as Planner Inverted-F Antennas (PIFA) and micro-strip patch antennas. By minimizing the size of an electric field antenna, the near zone electric field will increase, resulting in higher SAR. This work is devoted to design a miniaturized magnetic field antenna to overcome the above limitations. The proposed electrically coupled loop antenna (ECLA) has high magnetic field and low electric field in the near zone and therefore, has a small SAR and is less sensitive to detuning effects. ECLA is designed at the Medical Implanted Communication Service (MICS) band with dimensions of (5×5×3 mm 3 ). ECLA has been simulated inside one-layer human body model, three-layer spherical human head model, human head and human body. From the simulation results, ECLA inside the human body has a 5 MHz-3 dB bandwidth, −14 dB gain, and radiation efficiency of 0.525%. The 1 g average SAR inside the human body for 10 mW input power is about 1 W/kg which is 7 times lower than the SAR for a patch antenna of the same size with the same accepted power.
INTRODUCTION
Implanted antennas inside human or animal bodies are widely used in biomedical telemetry (biotelemetry) and therapy applications. In biotelemetry, the implanted antennas are used to transmit into or out of the host body while in therapy applications, the implanted antennas are used to provide energy as cancer treatment using hyperthermia applications [1] .
The common frequency bands for implanted antennas, approved by United States Federal Communication Commissions (FCC) and European communication Commissions (ERC), are Medical Implanted Communication Service (MICS) band (402-405 MHz) and Industrial Scientific and Medical (ISM) band (2.4-2.5 GHz). The choice of the frequency band decides the implanted antenna size and power loss inside the host body. The antennas operating at the MICS band have lower loss and larger antenna size, while on the other hand, the ISM band devices use smaller antennas having higher loss [2] .
The design of an implanted antenna involves many challenges including biocompatibility, miniaturization, detuning effects of human body tissues, and patient safety. The implanted antenna must be biocompatible to prevent a short circuit which can occur due to the high conductivity of the human body tissues and to prevent rejection of the implanted antenna by the host body. To achieve biocompatibility, the implanted antenna should be surrounded by a biocompatible insulation layer such as PEEK, MACRO or Ceramic alumina. The dielectric properties of the human body tissues can change the resonant frequency of the implanted antenna. Therefore, the implanted antenna should be as robust as possible versus detuning effects. The antenna size has to be extremely miniaturized to satisfy the implanted devices requirements at the MICS band where the wavelength is about 750 mm. For the patient's safety, the power loss inside human body, which is measured by the Specific Absorption Rate (SAR), should be minimized. According to the FCC and ERC, the maximum limits for SAR averaged over 1 g and 10 g of tissue mass is 1.6 and 2 W/kg respectively [3, 4] .
The early generations of implanted devices which use inductive coupling for communications, were able to transmit data over only a 2 cm range [5] . Most of the previous investigations on implanted antenna designs such as: micro-strip and Planar Inverted-F Antenna (PIFA) [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , cavity slot antenna [12] [13] [14] [15] and dipole or monopole antennas [16] [17] [18] suffer from two main problems: high value of SAR at small antenna size and detuning effects due to the dielectric properties of the human body tissues. An electrically coupled loop antenna (ECLA) is proposed in this paper to tackle all the above issues.
The paper is organized as follows, the structure of ECLA will be described in Section 2 and the performance of ECLA in different human body models will be simulated in Section 3. In Sections 4 and 5, the effects of human model dimensions and the insulation layer on the value of the antenna's SAR will be investigated respectively. In Section 6, we make a few observations and conclude the paper.
ECLA STRUCTURE
Electrically Coupled Loop Antenna (ECLA), has been introduced previously [19] as a magnetic field antenna. It consists of a high impedance transmission line, i.e., inductor, terminated to a short circuit at one end and a distributed capacitor at the other end providing a distributed LC resonator. The feeding probe is electrically coupled to the antenna as well (Figure 1 ). The antenna can be tuned to a particular frequency using the antenna dimensions (L, W , and h) and the distributed capacitance between the loop and the ground plane (t s , W s and L s ). The dimensions of the feeding head (L p , W p and t p ) are responsible for scaling the input impedance of the antenna allowing us to match it to different impedances. ECLA can be extremely miniaturized by adding a lumped capacitor in parallel to the distributed capacitor of the resonant antenna. One can employ a variable capacitor to use the ECLA as a tunable antenna as well. Figure 1 . ECLA structure: front view and magnified view of feeding head and capacitance section.
ECLA PERFORMANCE INSIDE HUMAN BODY
The dimensions of ECLA (L, W , and h) used for the simulation in this section are (5 × 5 × 3 mm 3 ), respectively. A shunt capacitor of 29 pF has been added in parallel with the distributed capacitor to reduce the resonant frequency of the antenna to 403.5 MHz. In the following subsections, the performance of the antenna will be studied inside different models of the human body.
One-Layer Model
To study the performance and radiation characteristics of ECLA inside human body, first a one-layer model is considered. One-layer model reduces the size of the numerical model and allows us to optimize the antenna using HFSS ( Figure 2 ) in a reasonable time. Different tissues have been used for the onelayer model (Table 1 ) [6] . The one-layer model is a 100×100×100 mm 3 cube and ECLA is located at the center of the model. To achieve compatibility between the ECLA and the human body tissues, ECLA is covered by a 1 mm-thick insulation layer (whose effects will be discussed in Section 5). The scattering parameter (S 11 ) of ECLA inside skin and muscle tissues are presented in Figure 3 . Based on this figure, one can conclude that the input impedance of ECLA does not vary dramatically by changing the electrical properties of the surrounding materials. Table 2 shows the radiation characteristics (maximum gain, −3 dB bandwidth, efficiency and 1 g averaged SAR inside the model) of ECLA compared to the previous work of implanted antennas [3] . This table shows that ECLA has the smallest size while still maintaining the lowest value of SAR. 
Three-layer Spherical Model
The next step would be simulating the optimized antenna in a three-layer model (Figure 4) . Three-layer model is a more accurate model for the human head. The model consists of a brain layer with a radius of 85 mm and skull and skin layers with thickness of 10 and 5 mm respectively. ECLA is placed at the center of the three-layer model and simulated using HFSS. The scattering parameter (S 11 ) of ECLA inside the three-layer model is compared to those inside one-layer models of skin and muscle in Figure 5 . This figure shows that the scattering parameter of the antenna is the same for all three-models. 
ECLA inside Human Head
To study the performance of ECLA inside human head, Remcom's XFDTD 7 (XF7) is employed with a model of human head consisting of 39 human tissues. ECLA is placed at the skin tissue (2 mm from skin surface) of the model as shown in Figure 6 . The scattering parameter (S 11 ) of ECLA inside the human head model is shown in Figure 7 . The antenna with dimensions (5 × 5 × 3 mm 3 ) still has the same resonant frequency and a different value for the minimum scattering parameter. The antenna can be matched by changing the dimensions of the feeding probe. Also, 1 g-averaged SAR values of ECLA inside the head model are shown in Figure 8 . The radiation characteristics of ECLA inside human head model are compared with the three-layer model in Table 3 . From these results, one can conclude that the performance of ECLA inside the more accurate human head model is approximately the same as three-layer model. Figure 9 . ECLA inside human body, cutting plane to show ECLA structure and its 1 gaveraged SAR inside human body. 
ECLA

ECLA inside Human Body
The radiation characteristics of ECLA are investigated inside a human body using XF7 software as well. The model includes 39 human body tissues of an adult male. ECLA is placed at the shoulder of human body model as shown in Figure 9 . The simulation results for the scattering parameter (S 11 ) of ECLA inside human body model are shown in Figure 10 . This figure confirms that the impedance characteristics of ECLA do not change dramatically due to environmental effects.
EFFECT OF ECLA DIMENSIONS ON SAR
The dimensions of any implanted antenna have an important effect in its performance inside the human body. Specifically, the miniaturization factor has a significant role in deciding the SAR value. shows the effect of ECLA dimensions on its performance while maintaining the same resonant frequency by using different values of the lumped capacitor. The field intensity around the antenna increases by 1/a p where a is the maximum dimension of the antenna and p is larger than 1 for an antenna size a < λ/4 [20] . This causes a significant jump in the SAR value for highly miniaturized electric field antennas. Due to the fact that ECLA is a magnetic antenna, the miniaturization factor does not increase the SAR dramatically compared to an electric antenna with the same size ( Table 2 ).
EFFECT OF INSULATION LAYER ON SAR
To prevent the rejection of the implanted antenna by the human body tissues, ECLA with dimensions (5 × 5 × 3 mm 3 ) is surrounded by a biocompatible insulation layer. The insulation layer thickness and type play an important role on the SAR of ECLA inside the human body model. Tables 5 and 6 show the performance of ECLA surrounded by different types of insulations with different thickness inside one-layer model of the human body. The radiation characteristics of ECLA are calculated using HFSS software. Tables 5 and 6 that the size and type of the insulating material can change the performance of the implanted ECLA. The capacitive part of the antenna (distributed capacitor) has the highest electric field intensity compared to the inductive parts [19] . Since the electric field intensity is responsible for increasing the SAR values, one needs to either make the distributed capacitor smaller or use thicker insulating material layer around it ( Figure 11 ). The performance of ECLA has been computed using HFSS inside one-layer human body model with different size of insulating material layer around the feeding probe and the results are presented in Table 7 . The inductive part of the antenna has the same size insulating material while the thickness of the insulating layer increases at capacitive part. The results presented in Table 7 when compared to the results obtained in Table 3 demonstrate the effectiveness of this method.
CONCLUSION
The electrically coupled loop antenna, ECLA, was proposed as a suitable candidate for an implanted antenna. Different parameters of the antenna were studied for various cases to demonstrate the effectiveness of ECLA for implanted devices. The simulation results showed that while ECLA has the smallest size among the published results in the literature, it maintains the smallest value of averaged SAR inside different types of human body models. Also, ECLA was shown to be insensitive to detuning effect due to dielectric properties of human body tissues. The effect of insulating material around ECLA was studied as well. It was shown that a thicker layer of insulation around the distributed capacitor can reduce the SAR.
